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CHILDREN'S
PLAYGROUND
BY ANDREW GILBEY

A newsletter is a regularly
distributed publication that is
generally about one main topic of
interest to its subscribers.
Newspapers and leaflets are types
of newsletters. For example,
newsletters are distributed at
schools to inform parents about
things that happen in that school.
Newsletters are published by
clubs, churches, societies,
associations, and businesses—
especially companies—to provide
information of interest to
members, customers, or
employees. Google's definition of a
newsletter is something

periodically to the members of a
society, business, or organization."
A newsletter may be considered
"grey literature". Newsletters
delivered electronically via email
(e-newsletters) have gained rapid
acceptance for the same reasons
email in general has gained
popularity over printed
correspondence.

Some newsletters are created as
money-making ventures and sold
directly to subscribers. Sending
newsletters to customers and
prospects is a common marketing
strategy, which can have benefits
and drawbacks.Public
organizations emit newsletters in
order to improve or maintain their
reputation in the society. General
attributes of newsletters include
news.
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FROM THE
PRINCIPAL
Hayley Styles

We have had another busy
fortight at STAPS, working to
organise a bunch of new and
exciting opportunities for our
students to continue to florish. 

On Thursday, everyone finally met
Lauran and Sam, our local creative  
artists, who will be working with
our students every week for the
next few months. Yesterday, we
were also treated to a quick
performance from a local
percussionist, Matt Stonehouse.
Matt will also be coming in
regularly over the net two term to
teach the students all about music
and mentor Felicity to develop her
music teaching skills. We are so
very lucky to be able to take part
in these activites due to a Regional
Arts Grant and an opportunity with
the DUET program and Song
Room. 

In speaking of grants, we have a
few others on the horizon, all of
which will go towards the
development and upgrade of our
beautiful grounds, particularly our
vegetable and fruit gardens. A
Huge thanks to a few very
dedicated parents who have been 

making some terrific progress.
We'd like to invite you all to join us
on May 14th, after th 4/5/6
assembly, to work towards
achieveing some of our bigger
tasks at our Working Bee. A list of
jobs and tools will be sent out to
parents and there will be a BBQ on
offer to refuel after your hard
work. 

We would also like to invite you all
to come along and have a look at
our school in action on the
morning of Wednesday May 19th.
While we see it every day, we'd
like to offer the opportunity for
you to see exactly what your
children are up to in their
Japanese, STEM, Reading, Writing
and Maths lessons. 

You may have heard that we have
another new member of staff,
Aiden, who has been working in
OSHC while Mischa is undergoing
surgery. He has fitted in perfectly
and has been keeping our OSHC
students active and engaged. 

Lastly, as you may be aware,
NAPLAN testing is occuring this
week at school. We just want to
communicate that this really is a
one off, no pressure, activity and
we are proud of our students,
regardless of their outcomes. For
nervous students, please reiterate
that their brillaince is not
evidenced by a score on a test.
They are all unque and special!

UPCOMING DATES

Mon. May 31
Curriculum Day. No School

Mon. June 07
School Council

Fri. June 11
P/1 Assembly

MEET LAUREN AND SAM
It was so great for the
students and our artists to
finally meet yesterday. Sam
and Laruen and so excited to
start creating with all of our
students next week.

Thur. May 27
P/1 HIstoric Town Walk

Fri. May 14 2:30pm
4/5/6 Assembly followed
by the Working Bee

Mon. June 14
Queens Birthday Holiday

Fri. June 25
Last Day. 2:30pm Finish

Mon. July 12
First Day of Term 3

For enrolment information contact us on 9710 1255 or st.andrews.ps@education.vic.gov.au

Wed. May 19
Open School 9 - 12:30
All Parents and Visitors are

invited  to come along
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FREE KID'S
GOODIES
BY FRANCINE STUART

It is a document used by a person to
present their backgrounds and skills.
Résumés can be used for a variety of
reasons, but most often they are used to
secure new employment. A typical résumé
contains a "summary" of relevant job
experience and education, as its French
origin (and its translation into Spanish as
"resumen") implies. The résumé is usually
one of the first items, along with a cover
letter and sometimes an application for
employment, which a potential employer
sees regarding the

job seeker and is typically used to

screen applicants, often followed by an

interview.The curriculum vitae (CV)

used for academic purposes in the UK

(and in other European countries) is

more akin to the résumé—a shorter,

summary version of one's education

and experience—than to the longer

and more detailed CV that is expected

in U.S. academic circles. Generally, the

résumé is substantially shorter than a

CV in English Canada, the U.S. and

Australia. As has been indicated above,

the word résumé comes from the

French word résumé meaning

"summary". Leonardo da Vinci is

credited with the first résumé though

his "résumé" takes the form of a letter

written about 1481–1482 to a potential

employer.

FOOD FOR
KIDS
BY JOSEPH STEIN

Youth is the time of life when one is young,
but often means the time between
childhood and adulthood (maturity). It is
also defined as "the appearance,
freshness, vigor, spirit, etc., characteristic of
one who is young". Its definitions of a

 specific age range varies, as youth is
not defined chronologically as a stage
that can be tied to specific age ranges;
nor can its end point be linked to
specific activities, such as taking unpaid
work or having sexual relations without
consent. Youth is an experience that
may shape an individual's level of
dependency.

KID'S SWEET
TOOTH
BY SAMANTHA ANDREWS

Employment is a relationship between
two parties, usually based on a contract
where work is paid for, where one party,
which may be a corporation, for profit,
not-for profit organization, co-operative
or other entity is the employer and the
other is the employee. Employees work
in return for payment, which may be in
the form of an hourly wage, by
piecework or an annual salary,
depending on the type of work an
employee does and/or which sector
she or he is working in. Employees in
some fields or sectors may receive
gratuities, bonus payments or stock
options. In some types of employment,
employees may have benefits.
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4/5/6 NEWS
with Ryan Cossens

Scarlett - “It was really fun and great
that most people got a touch of the
ball.”

Lily - “It was really fun, even though
all of the other girls were really big.”

Olive - “I really enjoyed the tackling
and trying to get the ball”

Ada - “ I loved getting to hang out
with people from different schools…
and tackling!” 

On Monday the 3rd of the 5 2021,
some of the 4/5/6 girls went to Girls
Gala Day. On the day we represented
our school by playing footy. It was
heaps of fun. We also joined
Christmas Hills and Yarra Glen
Primary School. We played against
teams from all over Melbourne,
including, St. Mary’s and some other
schools. It was really fun and we wish
to do it again.

PREP/1 NEWS
with Jen Birch

In the Prep One class we have been diving into our Inquiry Topic and being
explorers in our world. We have mapped our classroom, and places around
the school, by imagining how things look from a ‘Bird’s Eye View’. We have
also used Google Earth to zoom out and see St Andrews from the air, then
zoomed out further to see the shape of our Earth from space. Last week, we
read 'Possum Magic' and put the names of all the Capital cities mentioned
onto a Map of Australia., as we followed the journey of Hush and Grandma
Poss.  

Some of the Prep/Ones class had requests
for places they would like to explore, so we
zoomed our way across the Egypt to find the
Pyramids. Next we have learned about the
Arctic, in the North where Polar bears live, and
the Antarctic, in the south where the Penguins
live (but no bears). Several Preps were keen
to locate Santa Claus's Workshop on Google
Earth, but being a Top Secret Location, this
does not show up!

2/3 NEWS
with Tyler Ellis

This week the 2/3s have been learning
about Transformations in Math. On
Monday, the kids took part in a
Transformations Treasure Hunt, hunting
for examples of flips, slides and turns in our
environment. Some of the great examples
we discovered included:
*sliding along the flying fox
*the turning hands of a ticking clock 
*flipping the pages of books as we read in
the Library. 

Both Carla and myself would like to
congratulate the 2/3's on their efforts with
Assembly last week. They did a fantastic
job at writing and practicing their speeches.

Next week, the Grade 3's will sit NAPLAN
testing. We wish them all the best!   



Into the 3rd week and it's full steam ahead. We looked
at touch typing this week and out focus is on getting
those typing habits down to a fine art. The older
students had a think about why touch typing might be
important and how that might affect real world
outcomes. They also collected some data on how fast
they are at typing at the moment so they can see if
there's an improvement later on. The younger students
had a go at navigating google with their new skills and
turns out they're exceptionally good at typing as well! If
you want to practice these skills at home you can do so
using this link: https://sugarloaf-stem.typingclub.com/ 
 The username is simply your child's name and there is
no password. A lot of the students found it frustrating
and we chatted about how new skills take time and that
doing these skills properly will help make you way
faster in the future. 

SPECIALIST CORNER
STEM  with Chan

OUR STELLAR SWPBS STUDENTS
We are so proud of the students who have
reached their latest SWPBS target of 50
Echidna Cards this fortnight!

Isla, Jango, Finny, Harrison
& Indi

JAPANESE  with Kerry

We have been celebrating Children's Day in Japan,
held on the 5th May.
We have been busy making and creating, and
learning how to play with traditional Japanese
toys. Check the windows outside the library for
student work.

A quiz for home...

What is kodomo no hi?
What is koinobori?
Which toy was the inspiration for Beyblades?
What game is Kendama?

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fsugarloaf-stem.typingclub.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGvQffYLpSfbo_w-P6vLfggunzAtw
https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fsugarloaf-stem.typingclub.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGvQffYLpSfbo_w-P6vLfggunzAtw



